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New Decoupled Visual Servoing Scheme based on Invariants
from Projection onto a Sphere
Omar Tahri, Franc¸ois Chaumette and Youcef Mezouar
Abstract— In this paper a new decoupled imaged-based
control scheme is proposed from projection onto a unit sphere.
This control scheme is based on moment invariants to 3D
rotational motion. This allows the control of translational
motion independently of the rotational one. First, the analytical
form of the interaction matrix related to the spherical moments
is derived. It is based on the projection of a set of points onto
a unit sphere. From the spherical moment, six features are
presented to control the full 6 degrees of freedom. Finally, the
results are validated through realistic simulation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In image-based visual servoing, the choice of the set of
visual features to be used in the control scheme is still
an open question, despite of the large quantity of results
obtained in the last few years. Indeed, one would like to
choose features which provide optimal system behavior.
Whatever the nature of the possible measures extracted from
the image, wether it be a set of image points coordinates or a
set of image moments, the main question is how to combine
them to obtain an adequate behavior of the system. In most
works, the combination of different features is nothing but
a simple stacking. If the error between the initial value of
the features and the desired one is small, and if the task to
realize constrains all the available degrees of freedom (dofs),
that may be a good choice. However, as soon as the error is
large, problems may appear such as reaching local minimum
or task singularities [2].
The way to design adequate visual features is directly
linked to the modeling of their interaction with the robot
motion, from which all control properties can be analyzed
theoretically. If the interaction is too complex (i.e. highly non
linear and coupled), the analysis becomes impossible and the
behavior of the system is generally not satisfactory in difficult
configurations where large displacements (especially rota-
tional ones) have to be realized. To overcome these problems,
it is possible to combine path planning and visual servoing,
since tracking planned trajectories allows the error to always
remain small [12], [15]. A second approach is to use the
measures to build particular visual features that will ensure
expected properties of the control scheme. Several works
have been realized in image-based visual servoing following
the same general objective. In [14], a vanishing point and
the horizon line have been selected. This choice ensures a
good decoupling between translational and rotational dofs.
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In [9], vanishing points have also been used for a dedicated
object (a 3D rectangle), once again for decoupling properties.
For the same object, six visual features have been designed
in [4] to control the six dofs of a robot arm, following a
partitioned approach. In [8], the coordinates of points are
expressed in a cylindrical coordinate system instead of the
classical Cartesian one, so as to improve the robot trajectory.
In [7], the three coordinates of the centroid of an object
in a virtual image obtained through a spherical projection
have been selected to control three dofs of an under-actuated
system. Recently, [18] proposed a decoupled visual servoing
from spheres using a spherical projection model.
In previous works, the analytical form of the interaction
matrix related to any image moment with a conventional
camera and corresponding to planar objects has been com-
puted. This makes possible to consider planar objects of
any shape [3], [17]. If a collection of points is measured
in the image, moments can also be used [17]. In both cases,
moments allow the use of intuitive geometrical features, such
as the center of gravity or the orientation of an object. By
selecting an adequate combination of moments, it is then
possible to determine partitioned systems with good decou-
pling and linearizing properties [3], [17]. For instance, using
such features, the interaction matrix block corresponding to
the translational velocity can be a constant block diagonal.
The use of moments instead of point coordinates may solve
several problems, such as, for instance, local minima. This
has significantly improved the 3D behavior of the system.
However, the previously published works only concerned
planar objects and conventional perspective cameras. In this
paper, the proposed decoupled control scheme is valid for
sets of non coplanar points. Furthermore, it is also valid for
any sensor obeying the unified camera model. In other words,
it encompasses all sensors in this class [11], [6]: perspective
and catadioptric. Some class of fisheye cameras can also be
concerned by this model [5], [11].
Image moments have been widely studied in the computer
vision community, especially for pattern recognition appli-
cations. Indeed, invariance to some transformations such as
scale, 2D translation and/or 2D rotation can be obtained by
adequate combinations of moments. This property is of great
interest in pattern recognition. This explains the amount of
work invested in deriving moment invariants (see [16], [10]
for instance). Such invariance property is also of particular
interest in visual servoing. In previous work [17], 2D moment
invariants served to obtain such decoupled control schemes.
More precisely, these works were mainly based on invariants
to translation and rotation around the optical axis. In this
work, the 3D moments computed from the projection onto
the unit sphere are used to develop a new decoupled control
scheme.
In the next section, the unified camera model is recalled.
In Section III, the analytical form of the interaction matrix
related to moments on the sphere is determined. Furthermore,
a new vector of six features to control the six camera
degrees of freedom is proposed. Finally, in Section V, several
simulation results are presented to validate our approach.
II. CENTRAL CATADIOPTRIC CAMERA MODEL
In this section a slightly modified version of the projection
model of Geyer [6] and Barreto [1] is recalled [11]. The
projection of 3D points can be done in the following steps
(see Figure 1):
1) world points in the mirror frame are projected onto the
unit sphere,
(XFm) → (X s)Fm =
X
‖X‖ = (xs, ys, zs) (1)
2) the points coordinates are then changed to a new
reference frame centered in p = (0, 0, −ξ):
(X s)Fm→(X s)Fp = (xs, ys, zs + ξ) (2)
3) the point is then projected onto the normalized plane,
m = (x, y, 1) =
(
xs
zs + ξ
,
ys
zs + ξ
, 1
)
= ℏ(X s)
(3)
where the function ℏ is one-to-one and such that
ℏ
−1(m) =


ξ+
√
1+(1−ξ2)(x2+y2)
x2+y2+1 x
ξ+
√
1+(1−ξ2)(x2+y2)
x2+y2+1 y
ξ+
√
1+(1−ξ2)(x2+y2)
x2+y2+1 − ξ

 (4)
4) the final projection involves a generalized camera
projection matrix K (with f the focal length, (u0, v0)
the principal point, s the skew and r the aspect ratio)
p = Km =

 γ γs u00 γr v0
0 0 1

 = k(m) (5)
ξ γ
Parabola 1 −2pf
Hyperbola df√
d2+4p2
−2pf√
d2+4p2
Ellipse df√
d2+4p2
2pf√
d2+4p2
Planar 0 -f
Perspective 0 f
d: distance between focal points
4p: latus rectum
TABLE I
UNIFIED MODEL PARAMETERS
x
z
y
x
z
y
Camera
Convex mirror/Lens
p
K
~zm
~ym
Cm ~xm
Xs
X
πmu
mu
ξ
1
~xs
~zs
~ys
Cp
Fp
Fm
πp
Fig. 1. Unified image formation (on the right), axis convention (on the
left)
The different possible values for ξ and γ are recalled on
Table I. Note that the conventional perspective camera is
nothing but a particular case of this model (when ξ = 0). In
this paper, the whole calibration parameters are supposed
to be known using a sensor calibration method ([11] for
instance). In this case, the projection onto the unit sphere
from the image plane is possible for all sensors obeying
this model. Furthermore, geometrically correct perspective
images from the pictures captured by an omnidirectional
camera can be generated.
III. MOMENTS FROM PROJECTION ONTO A SPHERE
In this section, moments on the unit sphere are first defined
and their interaction matrix is determined.
A. 3D Moment definition
The 3D moment computed from a discrete set of points
are defined by the following classical equation:
msi,j,k =
N∑
h=1
xish y
j
sh
zksh (6)
where (xs, ys, zs) are the coordinates of a 3D point.
In our application, these coordinates are nothing but the
coordinates of a point projected onto the unit sphere. They
can be computed from the projection of a point onto the
image plane and the inverse transform (4). In order to derive
the interaction matrix of msi,j,k , the interaction related to the
point coordinates of the point projection onto the unit sphere
is recalled in the next paragraph.
B. Interaction matrix of point on the sphere
It is well known that the interaction matrix Lxs of point
xs on the unit sphere (defined such that x˙s = LxsV where
V = (v,ω) is the sensor instantaneous velocity) is given by
[7], [16], [18]:
LXs =


− 1
r
+
x2s
r2
xsys
r2
xszs
r2
0 −zs ys
xsys
r2
− 1
r
+
y2s
r2
yszs
r2
zs 0 −xs
xszs
r2
yszs
r2
− 1
r
+
z2s
r2
−ys xs 0


(7)
where r =
√
X2 + Y 2 + Z2, (X,Y, Z) being the coordi-
nates of the point that has been projected on the unit sphere.
From the block corresponding to rotational motion, it can be
seen that the projection of a point onto a sphere behaves
as a 3D point with respect to rotational motion. Indeed,
a rotational motion in 3D produces the same rotational
motion of the projection onto the sphere. This means that the
moment invariants to rotation in 3D space are also invariant
if the considered points are projected onto the unit sphere.
This important property will be used to select three features
invariant to rotation in order to control the three translational
degrees of freedom. For instance, the following combinations
are invariant to rotational motions [16]:
I1 = m200m020−m200m002 +m
2
110 +m
2
101−m020m002 +m
2
011
(8)
I2 =−m300m120 −m300m102 +m
2
210 −m210m030 −m210m012
+m
2
201 −m201m021 −m201m003 +m
2
120 −m120m102
+ 3m
2
111 +m
2
102 −m030m012 +m
2
021 −m021m003 +m
2
012
(9)
I3 = m
2
300 + 3m300m120 + 3m300m102 + 3m210m030
+ 3m210m012 + 3m201m021 + 3m201m003 + 3m120m102
− 3m
2
111 +m
2
030 + 3m030m012 + 3m021m003 +m
2
003
(10)
In the next section, the interaction matrix of moments
defined from the projection of points onto the unit sphere
is derived.
C. Interaction matrix of moment onto the unit sphere
The derivative of (6) with respect to time is given by:
m˙si,j,k =
N∑
h=0
(i xi−1sh y
j
sh
zksh x˙sh + j x
i
sh
yj−1sh z
k
sh
y˙sh
+ k xish y
j
sh
zk−1sh z˙sh) (11)
Let us assume now that a set of coplanar points is concerned.
The point coordinates belonging to this plane holds the
following equation:
AX + BY + CZ = 1 (12)
By dividing each side of (12) by r = √X2 + Y 2 + Z2, the
plane equation can be rewritten using the point projection
coordinates onto the unit sphere as follow:
1
r
= Axs + Bys + Czs (13)
In fact, this assumption will not limit the application of
the following results to planar objects only. Indeed, a non
coplanar set of points can be divided to several subsets of
three non-collinear points (or more than three if available)
to define several planes. The moments derived from the
projection onto unit sphere will be computed for each subset
of points. By combining (7) and (13) with (11) and after
tedious calculus, the interaction matrix related to msi,j,k can
be determined [16]:
Lmsi,j,k =
[
msvx msvy msvz mswx mswy mswz
]
(14)
where:


msvx =A(βdmsi+2,j,k − imsi,j,k)
+ B(βdmsi+1,j+1,k − imsi−1,j+1,k)
+ C(βdmsi+1,j,k+1 − imsi−1,j,k+1)
msvy =A(βdmsi+1,j+1,k − jmsi+1,j−1,k )
+ B(βdmsi,j+2,k − jmsi,j,k)
+ C(βdmsi,j+1,k+1 − jmsi,j−1,k+1 )
msvz =A(βdmsi+1,j,k+1 − kmsi+1,j,k−1)
+ B(βdmsi,j+1,k+1 − kmsi,j+1,k−1 )
+ C(βdmsi,j,k+2 − kmsi,j,k)
mswx =jmsi,j−1,k+1 − kmsi,j+1,k−1
mswy =kmsi+1,j,k−1 − imsi−1,j,k+1
mswz =imsi−1,j+1,k − jmsi+1,j−1,k
with βd = i + j + k. From this interaction matrix it can be
shown that the interaction matrices related to the invariants
given by (8), (9) and (10) have the following form:
LI =
[
ivx ivy ivz 0 0 0
] (15)
This means that these features only depend on the transla-
tional motion. In the next section, six features are derived
from the image moments to control the full six dofs.
IV. FEATURES CHOICE
The main objective of visual features selection is to obtain
a sparse 6 × 6 full rank interaction matrix. In the next
paragraph, three features to control the rotational motions
are firstly presented.
A. Features to control rotational motions
To control the rotational degrees of freedom we could
think to use the center of gravity of the object projection
onto the unit sphere:
xsg =
(
xsg , ysg , zsg
)
=
(
m100
m000
, m010
m000
, m001
m000
)
From (14), the interaction matrices related to those coordi-
nates can be deduced. We obtain:
Lxsg =


A(η300 − xsg ) +B(η210 − ysg ) + C(η201 − zsg )
Aη210 + Bη120 + Cη111
Aη201 + Bη111 + Cη102
0
−zsg
ysg


⊤
(16)
Lysg =


Aη210 + Bη120 + Cη111
A(η120 − xsg ) +B(η030 − ysg ) + C(η021 − zsg )
Aη111 + Bη021 + Cη012
zsg
0
−xsg


⊤
(17)
Lzsg =


Aη201 + Bη111 + Cη102
Aη111 + Bη021 + Cη012
A(η102 − xsg ) + B(η012 − ysg ) + C(η003 − zsg )
−ysg
xsg
0


⊤
(18)
where ηijk = mijkm000 . In fact, only two coordinates of xsg are
useful for the control. Indeed, since xsg belongs to the unit
sphere, its coordinates hold the sphere equation constraint
x2sg + y
2
sg
+ z2sg = 1, which makes only two coordinates
to be independent. We have chosen to use the two first
coordinates xsg and ysg to mainly control the rotational
motion around the camera x-axis and y-axis. To control
the rotational motion around the optical axis, the orientation
of the object projection αz = 12 arctan( 2µ11µ20−µ02 ) is used
as already proposed in [4], [17], [3]. Since the camera is
calibrated, αz = 12 arctan(
2µ11
µ20−µ02
) can be computed using
(4). The interaction matrix corresponding to αz for a planar
object in parallel position with respect to the image plane is
given by:
L‖αzs =
[
0 0 0 αwx αwy −1
]
Note that αz depends mainly on rotation around the optical
axis. To summarize, the following features vector is used to
control the rotational motions:
sω =

 xsgysg
αz

 (19)
In the next paragraph, the choice of three features to
control the translational motion is detailed.
B. Features to control translational motions
As mentioned previously, the invariants to 3D rotation
such those given by (8), (9) and (10) will be considered to
select three features in order to control the translational dofs.
The set of points is firstly organized into subsets containing
at least 3 points defining a plane. Note that this can be
performed even with only 4 available points, since it is
possible to define 4 different combinations of 3 points from
only 4 non coplanar points. An example using only 4 points
will be presented in the next section.
The invariants to rotational motion (8), (9) and (10) can
be computed for each subset of points as well as their related
interaction matrices from (14). A first possible combination
of features to control the translational motion can be obtained
by stacking the features computed from (8), (9) and (10) for
each subset of points. In this case, more than three features
will be available. More precisely, the number of available
features is three time the number of subset of points. This
could cause some local minima problem. Furthermore, the in-
variants (9) and (10) are of higher orders than (8). Therefore,
they are more sensitive to noise [13], [19]. In fact, to select
three independent features in order to control the translation,
we have chosen to use (8) for each subset. At this level, the
number of features is equal to the number of points subsets.
To obtain exactly three independent features, the subsets of
point can be compounded onto three main subsets, such that
their gravity centers are non-collinear. In the next section,
validation results will be presented.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the whole simulation presented in the following, the
current value of the interaction matrix will be used in the
control law:
V = −λLs+(s− s∗) (20)
The plane parameters corresponding to each subset of points
can be estimated using (13) and the approximations of the
point depths to the sphere center r. They will be assumed
known in the following simulations.
In the following, the camera position is controlled using
a set of 9 non coplanar points. The rotational and the
translational motions between the initial and the desired
positions of the camera are given respectively by (21) and
(22).
θu =
[
17.65 0 88.25
]o (21)
t1 =
[ −0. −0. −0. ] (22)
Recall that the rotation matrix is obtained from the rotation
vector θu using the well known Rodrigues’ formula. In
this simulation, a comparison of the behavior of the system
using points coordinates or moments is performed. In fact,
the presented results using moments concern conventional
cameras as well as omnidirectional ones, since the visual
servoing will be performed onto the unit sphere. In this case,
only the behavior of the points in image will depend on the
kind of the camera. The plots of the obtained results are given
on Figure 2. From Figures 2.a and 2.b, it can be observed
that a nice decrease of the feature errors is obtained using
both moment or points coordinates in the control law. On the
contrary, a better behavior of the velocities is obtained using
moments as features (see Figs. 2.c, 2.d, 2.e, 2.f). Indeed, in
the case where the points coordinates are used as features, it
can be noticed that the velocities suffer from oscillations.
Furthermore, since the considered translational motion is
null, the translational velocity computed using the moments
is also null (thanks to the invariants to 3D rotations). On
the contrary, the translational velocity computed using the
points coordinates as features is not null. Indeed, it can be
seen from 2.c that the computed translational velocity is
very strong, especially with respect to the optical axis of
the camera (nearly 20cm/s for the first iteration).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 2. Comparison results: a) features errors using point coordinates as
features, b) feature errors using moments as features, c) translational veloc-
ities (m/s) using points coordinates as features, d) translational velocities
(m/s) using moments as features, e) rotational velocities (rad/s) using point
coordinates as features, f) rotational velocities (rad/s) using moments as
features
We now test the robustness of our approach with respect to
camera and plane parameters errors. The considered position-
ing task correspond once again to a generic motion described
by (21) and (22). In this simulation, errors have been added
to camera intrinsic parameters. More precisely, 30% on the
focal length and 25 pixels on the coordinates of the principal
point of a conventional perspective camera. Furthermore, a
random noise with variance of 1pixel is added to each point
in the image and the plane parameters have been corrupted
with an error up to 20% of their amplitudes.
Figure 3 shows the obtained results using both moments or
points coordinates as features. From this figure, it can be seen
that a satisfactory behavior is obtained using the moments
as features, despite of errors on camera calibration, plane
parameters and the image noise. Indeed, even if not null,
the computed translational velocities using the invariants
to 3D rotation are still closer to zero (see Figure 3.d).
Furthermore, nice behavior is still obtained for the feature
errors as well as for the rotational velocities (see Figures
3.b and 3.f). On the contrary, a strong more oscillations
are observed on translational and rotational velocities using
points coordinates as features (see Figures 3.c and 3.e).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 3. Results with bad camera calibration, corrupted 3D data and image
noise: a) features errors using point coordinates as features, b) feature errors
using moments as features, c) translational velocities (m/s) using points
coordinates as features, d) translational velocities (m/s) using moments as
features, e) rotational velocities (rad/s) using point coordinates as features,
f) rotational velocities (rad/s) using moments as features
In the last simulation, a set of only 4 non coplanar points
is considered. Three subsets of points are defined from three
different combinations of the 3 points within the 4 initial
points. The rotational and translational motions to perform
are given by (23) and (24)
θu3 =
[ −19.40 19.40 −29.10 ]o (23)
t2 =
[ −0.4 −0.4 −0.2 ]meter (24)
Figure 4.a and 4.b shows that the system converges to
its desired position using both points coordinates (case of
conventional camera) or moments as features. Furthermore,
from Figures 4.c and 4.e the velocities computed using the
points coordinates as features suffer oscillations. On the
contrary, a nice decrease is obtained using moments (see
Figures 4.d and 4.f)
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 4. Comparison results using 4 coplanar points: a) features errors
using point coordinates as features, b) feature errors using moments as
features, c) translational velocities (m/s) using points coordinates as features,
d) translational velocities (m/s) using moments as features, e) rotational
velocities (rad/s) using point coordinates as features, f) rotational velocities
(rad/s) using moments as features
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, a new decoupled image-based control using
the projection onto unit sphere was proposed. The 3D
moment invariants to rotation are employed to control in-
dependently the translations. On the contrary of the previous
published works, this decoupled control scheme is valid for
a coplanar set of points as well as non coplanar ones. It is
also valid for all cameras obeying the unified camera model.
Futures works will be devoted to extend this scheme to the
continuous case where the object is defined by regions in
image instead of a set of points. They will also be concerned
with the invariants selection such that the interaction block
corresponding to the translational motions is diagonal.
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